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Current heritage protection - Berry township
u

Heritage Act 1977, State Heritage Register:
u Courthouse, Museum, Railway Station group, David Berry Hospital

u

Shoalhaven LEP: Environmental heritage
u One Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) – Pulman Street
u 83 local heritage items

u DCP :
u 3.

European History (only heritage items and HCAs)
u 4. Aboriginal cultural heritage (applies to all land within Shoalhaven)
u Ch N2 of Berry Town Centre, 5.3 Protection of Heritage Significance
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Current heritage items, SLEP 2014
Source: Shoalhaven LEP 2014, HER_019E_020_20171129

Objective: Protect Berry’s heritage by establishing further
HCAs and adding additional local heritage items.

u Council’s

original proposal to enhance heritage protection
in Berry was to add:
u2

additional Heritage Conservation Areas and

u29

additional items (properties)

Council’s original proposal
Source: Shoalhaven Council DE 18.63

Current status of the proposal:
u2

additional Heritage Conservation Areas and
u12 additional items (properties)
i.e.
15 identified properties (of the revised proposed
number for inclusion) have been not been
included at their owners’ request.

Of these 15 properties:
q 3 are rare examples
q1

in George Street is earliest house on original 13 acre property

q9

(outside the HCAs) are vulnerable to “unsympathetic
development which could impact on the existing heritage
significance and character of Berry” (Source: SCC risk implications)

q All

display a high degree of intactness and/or integrity

q All

provide early physical evidence of the historical
development of Berry

q All

are good representative examples of vernacular
architecture in the Shoalhaven.

Why do we need heritage protection?
“The inclusion of new heritage listings and HCAs is the only way to
provide statutory recognition of the heritage significance, ensure
conservation into the future and ensure that future development
considers the existing heritage values of the township of Berry.”
(Source: Council’s application 4.1.2)

“It is considered the planning proposal is needed to protect identified
cultural heritage properties and precincts in Berry which is consistent
with the requirements of the Illawarra Shoalhaven Regional Plan and
Council’s Local Strategic Planning Statement…”
(Source: NSW Planning, Industry and Environment, Gateway determination report, point 2)

Heritage listing may still not protect our streetscapes…

19 Albert St is SLEP heritage listed, a Victorian cottage.
21 Albert St is 2 storeys with height, bulk and scale incompatible
with character of adjoining properties.

What are the benefits of heritage protection?
“The proposal has the potential for beneficial social and economic
effects relating to heritage tourism in Shoalhaven and in recognising and
protecting local sites and areas that have heritage significance in Berry.”
(Source: Council’s Gateway determination report, point 4.2)

We should also remember that the National Trust of Australia (NSW),
listed the Berry Township Urban Conservation Area (BTUCA) on the
Trust’s Register in 2011, in recognition of the historic development of
the town, and its distinctive urban character set within a rolling
agricultural landscape.
(Source: Navin Officer Heritage Consultants, Foxground and Berry Bypass)

Conclusion
u

Berry township and surrounds are recognised by National Trust
(NSW).

u

Berry’s historic character and charm, is vital for the continued
prosperity of our township, and the Shoalhaven.

u

There is evidence that heritage properties are highly sought after, and
heritage listing can have a positive impact on property values.

u

The current proposal to add 2 HCAs and 12 items to the SLEP should
be viewed as a first step in protecting the heritage of the Berry
township.

Recommendations for the Forum
1.

Support PP056 to add two HCAs and 12 additional heritage items to the
SLEP

2.

Request Council consider the addition of remaining 15 properties
identified.

3.

Request Council investigate addition of further HCAs to protect Berry’s
heritage streetscapes.

4.

Request that Council prioritise a revised Berry DCP
u

that aligns with the Illawarra Shoalhaven Regional Plan 2041, and that
integrates local character into the planning documents, and

u

that is “called up” in SLEP 2014 to provide legislative authority.

